
I look all around me and see images every where: The world is an illusion I see that pretty clear
The truth is not hidden, its there if you look: The answers are, but only in ‘One Book’.

For Allah tells you to use your faculties: And to travel the world and visit the cities
Where you will find the history of your past: Where you came from since that ‘Blast’ 

Are you caged up in a box? That you live your life without a thought
Are you wasted or are you smart? If you ‘ask’ - He will show you ‘His Art’

Say “Oh Allah if you exist, then show me ‘something’ and I will believe
For I am your creation, you made with your Hands: and I plead that you show me something so I can understand,

I am at your Mercy, And I confirm you are ‘One’: I fear ‘ hell’ – But not satan
I believe, indeed I believe, and I have failed you: So please reprieve!”

Not one of you who speaks with a honest plea: Can be rejected of His Mercy
So Hold your hands up and cry: and say those words. ‘With’ a heart; ‘Without’ lie.

Since I was a child I would cry: The heart ache of people who spoke against me lies
My own blood have kicked me to the floor; But they come with smiling faces when they stand at my door

And the ‘One’ I thought was so far away: The ‘One’ I thought would never forgive me ‘No Way!’
Has in fact given me the ‘World Today’: Has in fact given me the ‘Whole World Today!’

There is not a sin He will not forgive: But that ‘HAS’ to be asked for; before you no longer live. 
For Sure! The Prophet Muhammad saw ‘Gabriel’ in the Sky: You wouldn’t have seen, even if you tried

It is ‘He’ who seals your ‘hearts’ and ‘eyes’. But ‘You’ who seals you ‘fate’ and ‘life’

I look around me and see pictures everywhere: I see pictures in pictures, and more pictures, and more…
The truth is not hidden: All I have to do is just look: I stare and stare and feel so ‘hooked’

I see a story, of a girl: 
I see a story that is hard to tell.
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Have a look at This Picture. What do you See?

I  C the whole world living: Living in a story
I C a beautiful child girl, hanging her head low, maybe 9 or 10 years old. She is sad, so very sad. I C the face outline of a ‘man’: looks like she is in his arms, and he is looking at her, while her 

hair is being blown. There are flowers in her hair, but evil in the air. Her robe is soft and comfortable, keeping her warm. Because behind her I C a war. 
In every direction, a war is going on! The horse that is behind her, holds a part of her robe, with its mouth, hoping he wont lose her, protecting her; strong. 

And she has her arms crossed in front of her, as she holds her own ‘close’.  
What she is holding  . . Is actually the most cutest little boy! And I only C his face: looking at the ‘man’ who is holding her with grace.  I think she is crying. I C love between the 3.

And on this horse (behind) sits a man, facing the other direction. That man wears a mask, and has something in his hands.  He is fighting ‘something big’, and makes his animals walk onto the 
face of this ‘something big’ - This ‘something big’ has ‘fangs’ its pretty large: Can you see? 

Oh! I C clearer now its ‘Puff the Magic Dragon!’ Isn’t he supposed to live by the sea? And I see two dogs, one dog is at the dragons throat, howling.

And bats and witches hanging all above the darkness of the water - It’s a bit like a horror movie. - And the story ‘The Whole World is Living in’: Is also The Story of ‘My Life’ 

Everyday you see my story, right in front ALLAHU   AKBAR!
of your eyes.

Because that was God’s plan for all your
Ugly lies.

The picture of my life is displayed on the news ALLAHU AKBAR!
The picture of my life is hung in every room

The picture of my life is studied at schools
The picture of my life protected from the fools

And its part of that Tremendous Day ALLAHU AKBAR!
When you took my life away. 

Look at the  Black – The Water
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Water Explained: Just look at the black: Ignore the white parts

I C the face outline of a ‘man’:

I C a beautiful child girl, hanging 
her head low

What she is holding  . . Is 
actually the most cutest little 
boy! And I only C his face: 
looking at the ‘man’

And on this horse (behind) sits a man, 
facing the other direction.

The horse that is behind her, holds a 
part of her robe, with its mouth

(Back of horse)

(The Face)
its ‘Puff the Magic 
Dragon!’ Isn’t he 
supposed to live by the 
sea?

one dog is at the 
dragons throat, 
howling

Fangs
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Google:  What does ‘Atlas’ Mean?
atlas

/ˈatləs/
noun

noun: atlas; plural noun: atlases; noun: atlas vertebra; plural noun: atlas vertebrae; plural noun: atlas vertebras; plural noun: atlantes
1. 

a book of maps or charts.
"I looked in the atlas to see where Naples was"

2. 
ANATOMY

the topmost vertebra of the backbone, articulating with the occipital bone of the skull.

What Is The Image of The World Map Showing?

Topmost vertebra of the backbone (atlas)
Communicating with the 

Occipital bone, where brain is. 
The only communication there can be is the ‘Soul’ and the ‘Brain’: 

Both controlling the body & enacting your personal story
By Muniza Jan

The occipital bone is the trapezoidal-shaped bone
found at the lower-back area of the cranium. The 

occipital is cupped like a saucer in order to house the 
back part of the brain. It is one of seven bones that fuse 
together to form the skull and is directly next to five of 

the cranium bones.
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Have a look at This Picture. Now what do you See?
Look at The White – The Land

By Muniza Jan

Face of Fear: Left Angry Face: Right

It seems quite frightening actually, what this map is telling us: I C two large faces, I wonder who they are?
The one on the right looks more human: it has two eyes, a nose, a chin and neck: And it’s a very angry face!

The one on the left looks in ‘fear’ with its jaw wide open, yeah? : But if I turn the map 90 degrees West, now I recognise it more clear!
It closes it mouth and sits there like a ‘dog’ who has just been ‘told’. And its elongated jaw is clearly like of that, who has a ‘snout’ 

And do not forget the little girl, in between them both, whose head is hanging low: 
She is the North Atlantic Ocean guys…Come on don’t be slow! 

This World Map is about to tell you every thing you ever wanted to know: Its history and its story, its ‘highs’ and its ‘lows’
All ‘you’ got to do now, is zoom in and take a look! And then open up the Quran: the explanation is in that ‘One Book’

And do not forget that short prayer I told you, in slide 1 of this short diary-book. 
There is a world of information here: at your finger tips. 

I think this picture is telling ‘me’ that: at the end (overall) the humans will win. 
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Zoom In And The Story Becomes Clearer than Mud
makes complete sense to me

By Muniza Jan

Zoom in a little more and view it by satellite images and the story will become even more – crystal clear to the core.

See the 3 snakes Norway, Sweden and Finland: Norway and Sweden the snake with the 2 face!, sitting directly on the path, that it promised it will sit. 

Norway is clearly developed, looks also like the Human Face.  Another angry face, this one looking England’s way.   They are all as bad as one another!

They’re snakes that bite,  Not one of them better than the other. Snakes within snakes!  And see Spain is the head of a leaping crocodile.  Italy is its leg. And what do legs do?

They are used to support the body.  But it doesn’t have a leg to stand on! Sorry.

The question really is though? Why is England in Norway's, way? Which criminal is England harbouring
Because;
If you go back to the ‘back and white’ atlas you will see it is harbouring the fearing ‘snout’ –
The snout is America and Canada, and that you already know.  Can you see in that also, that      
England sits on the nose of the Human Face? Blocking Norway’s View.

The snakes and pigs are at war with each other too! 
They don’t even trust each other, its alike a f**cking zoo!. 
So if they are at odds with each other: then who are we and you?

They are all in it for themselves!  And we are living amongst reptilians guys: Open up your eyes.
Let the Muslims and the best humans join forces at last, and lets get rid of this filth that’s trying to      
take over the world and ripping us dry. Bomb their underground shelters, and pull down the castles  
and them clowns. We ain’t frightened of no one, they have already put us in lockdown. 
And don’t think for a second, because I can see snakes in America too!

Its time to over-throw  

GOOGLE: Europe is part of the combined continent Eurasia. The word Europe is derived from the Greek word "Erebus". "Erebus" means "dark". It stands, so to speak for the "West", i.e the place where the sun sets.

“Until, when he reached the setting of the sun, he found it setting in a spring of dark mud, and he found near it a people. Allah said, "O Dhul-Qarnayn, either you punish or else adopt among them goodness." Quran 18:86
Yes you got it! Dhul-Qarnayn had come to Europe, where its rainy and muddy all the time. (England) - These are the people Allah had ordered him to Punish or….

Among them was ordained to be goodness – These that were adopted are the believers who live here, today. And its because of the ‘good’:  That this tiny island ‘England’ has not yet been wiped off the face of the earth
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Now go on. . . Research what does ‘Dens’ mean?   - And remember my document  “The World Health Organisation”
But before you research: I have a question: What does ‘Dens’ look like to you? 

That Dens is planted by God in your Body:  “The Tenement Halls” (Simon and Garfunkel)  Remember?  
There is no where for you to run. . .  When your fates sealed and done!  

And We Muslims turn our heads in our prayers 7 days x 5 times a day
Saying “Salaam”  Night and Day and we put to sleep that evil, which has access to send poison to our Brain. 

And it all starts when you tell a ‘lie’  - Glory to My Allah The High!

Google: What does ‘Dens’ mean:  a wild mammal's hidden home; a lair

The Human Atlas The Planet Atlas
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By Muniza Jan

The Atlas Upside Down
So DM me on Insta & tell me!   What do you see?

(But not my family: You are all my enemy)

And why do I mention England so much, its not just because I live here.  In fact there’s something more frightening, that I am about to declare!
Its in the next article which I promised you before, 

Just that I saved ‘the best for last’, before
I open and reveal what’s inside that Evil Door.  

NEXT: The Twilight Zone: The Devil’s in Your Eyes
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